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Abstract. The asymptotic behaviors are studied for solutions to the following neutral
functional differential equation(NFDE)

d
dtD(x,) = f(t,x,),
where Dis a quasinwnotone operator. General results on positively invariant sets, monotone solutions, and contracting rectangles are obtained and are illustrated by an example.

1. Introduction.
There has been remarkable advance in our understanding of the asymptotic behaviors of monotone semifiows generated by
retarded functional differential equations on partially ordered spaces. The
work of [4-10] shows that "almost every" precompact orbit of solutions of
RFDEs converges to the set of equilibria under some quasimonotonicity and
irreducibility hypotheses. The theory has been applied to various biological models [11, 13], and was extended in Wu and Freedman[12J to a class of
neutral functional differential equations.
Let R~ be the space of non-negative vectors in Rn . For any x and y
in Rn, we write x ::; y if Xi ::; Yi for each i E N = {1, 2, .. ·, n}. Given
r = h, · · ·, rn) E R~, we define [r[ = max{ri: 1::; i::; n},
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Obviously, Cr is a strongly ordered Banach space with the uniform convergence topology defined by the norm

and the usual functional ordering ::s;c, defined by

<p ::s;c, 1/J iff 'Pi(O):::; 1/Ji(O) for 1:::; i:::; n and (} E [-ri,O], <p,1/J E Cr.

c;.

We write <p <c, 1/J if <p ::s;c, 1/J and <p f- 1/J; <p «c, 1/J if 1/J - <p E Int
Given a bounded and linear operator D: Cr -+ Rn, by the Riesz representation theorem, we have

Di('P) =

(1.1)

f

J=l

1:

[dJ.Lii(O)]'Pi(B), 1:::;

i:::; n, <p E Cn

J

where J.lii : [-rj, OJ -+ R, i,j E N, is of bounded variation on [-ri, 0]. The
operator D defined by (1.1) is said to be quasimonotone (Wu and Freedman
[12]), if
(i). D is atomic at zero, i.e., the matrix A = (J.Lij(O) - J.lii(o-)) is
nonsingular;
(ii). bii > 0, bij:?.: 0 fori f- j EN, where (bij) = A- 1 ;
(iii). J.lii : [-ri, 0)-+ R, i,j EN, is nonincreasing and continuous from
the left.
Now we define an ordering, denoted by :::;D, as follows

<p :::;D 1/J iff <p ::s;c, 1/J and D(<p):::; D(?jJ),

c;

where <p,1/J E Cr.

c;

Let
D = { <p E Cr : <p > D 0}, then Int
D f- if> provided that D is
quasirn'onotone. See Wu and Freedman (12] fdr detailed discussions of Cr
and its ordering induced by c:,D.
In this paper, we consider the following NFDE
(1.2)

d

dtD(xt) = f(t,xt)

where the operator D is quasimonotone and D, f satisfy conditions such
that the solution of the associated Cauchy initial value problem of (1.2)
uniquely exists. We will, in Section 2, formulate a quasimonotone condition
(QM) which guarantees the monotonicity of the semiflow ii>1 generated by
equations (1.2) and the existence of the positively invariant sets. In Section
3, we will construct the quasimonotone comparison systems related to (1.2)
which do not necessarily satisfy the (QM) condition, and we will extablish
some convergence results by using a family of contracting rectangles. We will
illustrate the general results by a simple example.
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2. Monotonicity and Positively Invariant Sets.
the following NFDE
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We consider

(2.1)
where D: Cr -+ R" is a quasimonotone operator, f : 0 -+ R" is continuous
and Lipschitz with respect to <p E Cr on any compact subset of 0, where 0
is an open subset of R x Cr. Under these assumptions, the Cauchy initial
value problem of (2.1) is well posed. That is, for any (O", <p) E 0, there
exists r(O", <p) > O" and a continuous function, the solution of (2.1) through
(O",<p), x = (xi.···,Xn) with X;: [O"- T;,r(O",<p))-+ R, i EN, such that
(t, x 1) E 0, the mapping t-+ D(x 1) E R" is differentiable and (2.1) holds for
t E [O",r(O",<p)). Here and in what follows, .1: 1 = (xi,···,x?) with xl(e;) =
x;(t+e;), 0; E [-r;, O],x(t) = .T(t; O", <p, f) denotes the unique solution of (2.1)
through (O", <p). For details, we refer to [1, 12].
The following is called the quasimonotone condition:
(QM) if (t, <p), (t, 7/J) E 0 with <p Sv 7/J and D;(<p) = D;('I/J) for some
i EN, then

J;(t, 'P) '5. j;(t, 7/J).
The next theorem not only establishes the desired monotonicity of the semiflow 1> 1 but also gives comparisons between solutions of order-related NFDEs,
where a (local) semiflow 1> 1 on Cr is defined by if> 1 (<p) = x 1 (0", <p, f).
THEOREM 1. Let j, g : 0 -+ R" be continuous and Lipschitz with respect
to <p E Cr on each compact subset of 0 and assume that either- f or- g satisfies
(QM) and f(t, <p) '5. g(t, <p) for all (t, <p) E 0. If (O", <p), (O", 7/J) E 0 satisfy
<p Sv 'lj;, thenx 1(0",<p,f) Sv x 1(0",'ljJ,g) holds for allt ::0: O" for which both are
defined.

Proof. The proof is similar to that in Wu and F'reedman[12], we provide
some details for the sake of completeness.
Assume that f satisfies (QM), a similar argument holds if g satisfies
(QM). Since D is quasimonotone, the conclusions of Lemmas 2.1-2.4 of [12]
are valid. By Lemma 2.2 of [12], for any given positive integer m we can
choose
E Cr such that
= + bm, bm E I ntc:D• D( 'lj;m) = D( 7j;) +Em,
Em E IntR~ and bm -+ 0 as m-+ oo. Let gm(t,''lj;) = g(t,'lj;) + ;ke and
xmc, 0",
gm) be the solution of the following initial value problem

vr
vr,

wm w

!

D(xt) = g(t, x 1)

+ ~ e = gm(t, x 1), x" = 7/Jm
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where e = (1, 1, · · ·, 1)T ERn. By the continuous dependence of solutions, it
is sufficient to prove that

for any positive integer m and all t E [a, t 1], where t 1 ;:::: a belongs to the
common domain where both Xt(a,<p,f) and x'('(a,'lj;m,gm) are defined. By
way of contradiction, if the above assertion is false, then by Lemma Lemma
2.3 of [12], there exist an integer m > 0 and a constants E (er, t 1], such that

for all t E [a, s) and

for some index i EN. Clearly,

On the other hand, x,(a,<p,f) <:;.v x';'(a,'lj;m,gm) due to the continuity
of solutions. Consequently, we have

g;(s, x,(a, '1/Jm, gm))

+ 2_
m

> f;(s,x';'(a,'lj;m,gm))

> f;(x,(CY, <p, !))
-

d
dtDi(Xt(O", <p, f))it;s

where the last inequality follows from (QM). The contradition implies that
no such s can exist, completing the proof.
We now consider positively invariant sets under the solution semiflow
<lit. Let flo C Cr be open, D : Cr ---> Rn quasimonotone, f : R x flo ---> Rn
continuous and Lipschitz with respect to 'P E Cr on each compact subset of
R x flo. Assuming v n Q0 is nonempty, the following result gives sufficient
D n 'no to be positively invariant.
conditions for

c:

c:

'

Assume that whenever 'P E Q0 satisfies 'P ::::v 0, D;(<p) = 0
for some i, then f;(t, <p) ;:::: 0 fort E R. If <p E Q 0 satisfies <p ::::v 0 and
a E R, then Xt(CY, <p) ::::v 0 for all t;:::: a in its maximal interval of existence.
THEOREM 2.
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Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1. Let fc(t, cp) =
f(t,cp)+c:e. We will show that Xt(CY,cp,f,) ?_v 0 whenever cp 2-v 0 andc: > 0.
The result will then follow by letting c: -+ 0 as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Now, Xu= cp ?_v 0 and if Di(Xu(CY, cp, f,)) = 0, then, by hypothesis,

Therefore, if the result were false, we can assume that there exists t 1 > CY
such that Xt(CY, cp, f,) ?_v 0 fort E [CY, t 1) and Di(xt,(CY, cp, .f,)) = 0 for some
i E N. It would follow that

However, Xt 1 E

c:v' by continuity, and so, by hypothesis,

This contradiction proves the theorem.
COROLLARY 1. . Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the following
conclusions hold:
{i). For h E R", let [h, oo) = { cp E Cri'P ?_v h}, [h, oo) n no is positively
invar·iant for (2.1) provided that whenever cp E no, cp ?_v h and Di('P) =
Di(h) for some i, then j;(t, cp) ?_ 0 fortE R.
{ii). For k E Rn, let (-oo, k] = {cp E Cri'P <!:.v k}, (-oo, k] n no is
positively invariant for {2.1) provided that whenever cp E no, cp <!:.v k and
Di(cp) = Di(k) for some i, then j;(t,cp) <!:_ 0 fortE R.
{iii). For h, kERn, let [h,k] = {cp E Crlh <!:.v cp <!:.v k},[h,k] nno
is positively invariant for (2.1) provided that whenever cp E non [h, kj and
Di(cp) = Di(h){resp. Di(cp) = Di(k)) for some i, then J;(t,cp) ?_ O{resp.
j;(t, cp) <!:_ 0) fortE R.

Proof. The simple proof follows from Theorem 2 by a change of variables
in (2.1).
As an immediate consequence of the above results for the autonomous
neutral equation

(2.2)
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where D : Cr -t Rn is quasimonotone,J : no -t
Lipschitz on every compact subset of no, we have

~

is continuous and

2. Let f in (2.2) satisfy (QM). If h E Rn is such that
hE no and f(h) 2': O(resp. f(h)::; O),then x(t,h) is nondecreasing (resp.
nonincreasing) in t 2': 0. If the positive orbit of h has compact closure in n0 ,
then there exists k 2': h(resp. k::; h) such that Xt(h) -t k as t -too.
COROLLARY

Proof.

Suppose that f(h) 2': 0, the proof in the case of f(h) ::; 0
is similar. If <p 2':v h,Di('P) = Di(h) for some i E N, then by (QM),we
conclude that fi(<p) 2': fi(h) 2': 0. Therefore by Corollary 1(i), [h,oo) n no
is positively invariant for (2.2). In particular, Xt(h) 2':v h for t 2': 0. But
then Theorem 1 implies that Xt+s(h) 2':v x 8 (h) for t, s 2': 0. Equivalently,
h :Sv x 8 (h) :Sv Xt(h) whenever 0::; s::; t.Evaluating each function at fJ = 0
in the previous inequality yields the conclusion that x(t, h) is nondecreasing
in t 2': 0. If the positive orbit of h has compact closure in n0 ,then Xt(h) must
converge to an equilibrium. Therefore,there is a k ;::: h such that Xt(h) -t k
as t -too.
3. Quasimonotone Comparison Systems and Contracting Rectangles.
In the previous section, we have proved that the quasimonotone
condition (QM) is sufficient for certain order intervals [a, b] to be positively
invariant where a, b E Rn or being infinite. In this section, we will show that
to any NFDEs with a positively invariant order interval [a, ii], there exist two
auxiliary NFDEs -f,D(yt) = h(yt) and ;ftD(zt) = H(zt), where h, H satisfy
(QM), such that the solutions of (2.2) can be directly compared to those of
the auxiliary systems.
Assume that system (2.2) has a positively invariant order interval I: =
[a, b], where a, b E Rn. That is, we assume that <p E I: and for some i E N

(3.1)
Di('P) = Di(a)(resp. Di('P) = Di(b)) imply fi(<p) ;::: O(resp. fi(<p)::; 0)
and f satisfies a Lipschitz condition on I;. More precisely, there exists L > 0
such that

(3.2)
Throughout this section, fa[ = max [a;[ for a E Rn. Define comparison
functionals h, H: I: -t Rn for f as follows. Given <p E I: and i EN, let
(3.3)

hi('P) = inf{fi(¢)f<p :Sv 1,/J :Sv b and Di(¢) = Di('P)},
H;(<p) = sup{fi(¢)[a :Sv 1,/J :Sv <p and Di(¢) = Di('P)}
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Since f satisfies (3.2), it is bounded on 2::: so the infimum and supremum
defining h and H are finite. The relationship among h, H and f is revealed
in the next result.
LEMMA 1. Define H and h as in (3.3). Then H and h satisfy (3.1),
(3.2) and (QM) on L and

h(<p) :S f(<p) :S H(<p), 'PEL.

(3.4)

Iff satisfies (QM), then f
Proof.

= h = H on I;.

The inequality (3.4) is immediate from the definitions of hand

H.

If <p E I: satisfies Di('P) = D;(a) for some i E N, then !;(1/J) :?: 0 for
every 1/J satisfying <p :'S:D 1/J :'S:D b, D;(1/J) = D;(<p) = D;(a) from (3.1), so
h;(<p) :?: 0 by the definition of h;(<p). If <pEL Di('P) = Di(b), then, by (3.1)
and (3.4), h;(<p) :S f;(<p) :S 0. Similar arguments apply to H, and therefore
hand H satisfy (3.1).
Now let <p,1/J E 2::: satisfy <p :SD 'lj; and D;(<p) = Di('l/J) for some i EN.
Define sets

T'P = {~

E

L l'P :'S:D ~ :'S:D b;

T,p = {~

E

L 11/J :'S:D ~ :'S:D b and Di(~) = D;(<p) }·

and Di(~)

= Di(<p)},

Clearly, T,p c 1''~'. But h;(<p) = inf{J;(01~ E T<p}, h;(1/J) = inf{f;(~)i~ E T,p}.
So hi (<p) :S h; (1/J). Again, a similar argument applies to H, and hence both
functions hand H satisfy (QM).
Next, to show that H satisfies a Lipschitz condition (3.2), we suppose
for convenience that a = 0. Fix rJ, <p E I: and i E N. Let 1/Jm satisfy
6 :'S:D 1/Jm :'S:D <p and D;(1/Jm) = D;(<p) form= 1,2, ···such that
Hi('P)

= m-+oo
lim f;(1/J"').

For each m :?: 1 and each index j, let

{;j(s) = max{O, 1/Jj(s) + ?J;(s)- <p;(s)}.
Now note that 1j;m is continuous, D;({;rn)
m :?: 1. Hence

= D;(?J) and 6 :'S:D ;r,m :SD 17 for

lim J;('l/l"')- H;(?J)

m-+oo

<
<

lim sup[fi('!/Jm)- /i({;m)]

m-+oo

lim sup Ljj{;m- 1/Jmllcr .

m-+oo
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It is easy to see from the definition of ij;m that

for each j and all

e E [-rj, OJ.

Therefore,

and by symmetry

Since we use the maximum norm and i is arbitrary, H satisfies the Lipschitz
condition on I:. A similar argument applies to h.
Finally, iff satisfies(QM) and if <p S.n 'lj; S.n band D;('lj;) = D;( <p), then
f;(<p) -5. j;('lj;). Therefore, h;('P) = f;(<p) for <pEL: and each i EN. A similar
argument shows that f = H on I:. The proof is complete.
The quasimonotone comparison systems related to (2.2) on L: are given
by
(3.5)

(3.6)
According to Lemma 1, L: is positively invariant for (3.5) and (3.6), so
for each <p E L: (3.5), (3.6) have unique solutions y(t, <p) and z(t, <p) defined
for all t?: 0 and satisfying a Sn Yt('P) Sn Zt('P) S.n b for all t?: 0. Actually,
since h and H satisfy(QM), we have the following important relationship
among solutions of (3.5), (3.6) and (2.2).
THEOREM

3. (i). If a SD ~ SD 'P SD 'lj; SD b, then

a SD

Yt(~) S.n Xt('P) SD Zt(¢) SD b for all t?: 0,

where x(t, <p) is the solution of (2.2) through (0, <p).
(ii). y(t, a) is nondecreasing and z(t, b) is nonincreasing fort?: 0.
(iii) There exist c, d E Rn with h( c) = H (d) = 0 such that y( t, a) -+ c,
z(t,b)-+ d as t-+ oo.
(iv). E' = [c, d] is positively invariant for (2.2).
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Proof.
(i). This assertion follows immediately from Theorem 1 and
Lemma 1.
(ii). Since hand H satisfy (3.1), h(a) 2:0 and H(b):::; 0, so y(t,a) and
z(t, b) are monotone in t 2: 0 respectively by Corollary 2.
(iii) The existence of c and d follows from the positive invariance of 2:
under (3.5) and (3.6) and (i).
(iv) If cp E 2:' and Di('P) = Di(C), then 0 = hi(c) :S hi('P) :S fi(cp);
if cp E 2:' and D;(cp) = Di(d), then fi('P) :S Hi(cp) :S Hi(d) :S 0 by the
quasimonotone properties of h and H. Hence the positive invariance of 2:'
follows from Corollary 1, Lemma 1 and (iii).
The important implication of Theorem 3 is that we can replace 2: by E'
and apply the same arguments as above to obtain new comparison functions
h' and H' for f relative to 2:'- Clearly, this procedure can be iterated and,
under suitable hypotheses, may force solution of (2.2) to converge. We give
such conditions in the next result. The order interval 2: is said to be a
contracting rectangle for (2.2) provided that f;(cp) > O(resp. j;(cp) < 0)
holds whenever cp E E and D;(cp) = Di(a) (resp. D;(cp) = Di(b)) for some
i EN.
Suppose there exists k E Rn such that k E 2: and f(k) = 0.
Assume that there exists a one-parameter family of order intervals given by
2:(s) = [a(s), b(s)], 0 :S s :S 1, such that for 0 :S s1 < s 2 :S 1,
THEOREM 4.

a= a(O) :Sv a(s1) <v ii(s2) :Sv a(1) = k = b(l)

where a(s) and b(s) are continuous functions of s. Assume that E(s) is a
contracting rectangle for (2.2} for each s E [0, 1). If cp E E, then x(t, cp)-+ k
as t -+ oo.

If cp E E, then, by Theorem 3(i), x 1 (cp) E E for all t :2: 0 and w(cp)
is a compact invariant subset of E so that the set {1f(s) I'P E w( cp), s E [-r, 0]}
is a compact subset of the order interval [a, b] C Rn. From this and the
continuity of a(s) and b(s), it is easy to see that there exists a maximums
with the property that w(cp) c I:(s). We label this value of s as s0 . If so= 1,
then we are done so we assume that s0 < 1. By the maximality of s 0 and the
invariance of the omega limit set, there must exist 1[1 E w( cp) and an index i
such that D;(7j;) = Di(a(s 0 )) or Di(1f;) = Di(b(s 0 )). Suppose the latter holds
as the argument is similar if the former holds. Again,by the invariance of
Proof.
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w(cp), there exists 71 E w(cp) such that x 1 (ry) = 'lj; where x(t, ry) is the solution
of (2.2) thought (0, ry). Therefore

d

dtDi(xt('I/J))it~o

d

= dtDi(xt(rt))it~I = fi('I/J) < 0,

since ~(s 0 ) is a contracting rectangle. But Di(x 1 (ry)) = Di('I/J) = Di(b(so)),
so it follows that Di(Xt(rt)) > Di(b(s0 )) fort< 1 sufficiently near to 1. This
implies that Xt (71) cj. ~( s0 ) for such t < 1 sufficiently near to 1. Since 71 E w( cp)
and w(cp) is positively invariant for (2.2), we have Xt(rt) E w(cp) for all t 2 0.
This contradicts that w(cp) C ~(so) and proves the theorem.

4. An Example.
equation
(4.1)

Consider the scalar neutral delay differential

d

dt[x(t) - qx(t- T)j = ax(t)

+ bx(t- T)- c[x(t)- qx(t- T)F + 1,

where 0 < q < 1, T ;:>: 0, a, b and c are positive numbers. The generalized
difference operator D : C -> R is quasimonotone, where C = C([-T, OJ, R),
Dcp = cp(O)- qcp(-T). Obviously, equation (4.1) has two equilibria
x_

=

(a+ b) - j(a + b)2 + 4c(1- q)2
2c1-q
(
)2
< 0,

and

(a+ b)+ j(a + b)2 + 4c(1- q)2
x+ =
2c(1- q)2
> 0.
PROPOSITION

1. Equilibrium x_ is unstable.

Proof. Consider the following linear variational equation about equilibrium x_

d
(4.2) dt[y(t) -qy(t-T)]

= ay(t) +by(t-T) -2cx_(1-q)[y(t) qy(t-T)].

The characteristic values associated with (4.2) are roots of

g(l) :=a+ be- 17

-

2cx_(1- q)(1- qe- 17 ) -1(1- qe- 17 )

= 0.

Clearly,

g(O) =a+ b- 2cx_(1- q) 2 = j(a + b) 2 + 4c(1- q) 2 > 0
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and
lim g(l)

l-++1

=

-1.

Therefore, there exists at least one positive characteristic value. This completes the proof.
Nextly, we prove that x+ is globally attractive in
c+={<pEC:<p?_vO}.

Equation (4.1) satisfies condition (QM).

LEMMA 2.

Proof: In (4.1), j(<p) = a<p(O) + b<p( -T)- c(D<p) 2 + 1. For any <p, 1/J
with <p ~D 1j; and D<p = D1jJ, we have

E

C

1
q

1j;( -r) - <p( -r) = -[1/J(O) - <p(O)j
and
b
q

j(1j1)- f('P) =(a+- )[1/J(O)- <p(O)]?. 0.
Hence, f (<p)
LEMMA

~

f (1j;). This completes the proof.

3. Let

I:= [0, f], where r > ·'"+' then I: is positively invariant

Eq. (4-J).
Proof. If <p ?.v 0, D(<p) = D(O), then <p( -r) = ~<p(O) and
b
q

f(<p) =(a+ -)<p(O)
If <p ~D f, D(<p)

+ 1 > 0.

= D(f), then
1
<p( -r) = -[<p(O)- (1- q)r],
q

and

-

(a+

~)<p(O)~(1q)r- c(1- q) 2 r 2 + 1
q
q

< (a+ ~)r- ~(1- q)r- c(1- q) 2 r2 + 1
q

=

q

(a+ b)r- c(1- q) 2 r 2 + 1 < 0.
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By Corollary 1 (iii), I:: is positively invariant for Eq. (4.1). This completes
the proof.

LEMMA 4. Let I:;(s) = [sx+, sx+ + (1- s)f], s E [0, 1), then I:;(s) is a
contracting rectangle for Eq. (4.1) for each s E [0, 1).

<p( -T) =

~[<p(O)(1- q)sx+J,
q

and

f('P) -

(a+

> (a+

~)<p(O)~(1q)sx+- c(1- q) 2 (sx+) 2 + 1
q
q

~)sx+- ~(1q)sx+- c(1- q) 2 (sx+? + 1
q

q

(a+ b)sx+- c(1- q) 2 (sx+) 2 + 1 > 0.
If <p ~D sx+

+ (1- s)f, D(<p) = D(sx+ + (1- s)f),
1
q

<p(-T) = -[<p(O)- (1- q)(sx+

then

+ (1

s)r)]

and
b
q

b
q

f('P) =(a+-)<p(O)- -(1- q)[sx+ + (1- s)r]

~

b
q

b
q

(a+- )[sx+ + (1- s)r]- -(1- q)[sx+

+ (1- s)r]

=(a+ b)[sx+ + (1- s)r]- c(1- q) 2 [sx+ + (1- s)r] + 1 < 0.
Therefore, 2::(8) is positively invariant for equation (4.1) for each s E [0, 1).
This completes the proof.
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PROPOSITION 2. For any <p E c+, x(t, cp)-+ x+ as t-+ +oo.
Proof. :.[;+ E I;, f(x+) = 0. Let I:(s) = [ii(s),b(s)], 0:; s :<:::: 1, where

a(s) = sx+, b(s) = sx+

+ (1- s)r, r >

r+· Obviously, a(s) and b(s) are
continuous functions of s, a(1) = b(1) = x+, and 2:::(0) = I;. Because of
r > x+, we have I;(s 2 ) c I:(s 1 ) whenever 0 :; s 1 < s2 < 1. By Lemmas 24 and Theorem 4, for any <p E I;, x(t, cp) -+ x+ as t-+ +oo. But r > x+ is
arbitrary, so the conclusion of this proposition is true. This completes the
proof.
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